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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT, here I try to reveal the signs of Allah's greatness
regarding the secret of Allah, where is heaven and a place for those who believe in Allah, men and 
women based on photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acids or deoxyribonucleic 
acid. (DNA)

In the Qur'an, several verses are found which are the key to unlocking the secret of where heaven is 
and the place of those who believe in Allah, men and women, namely the following verses:

"Allah promises the believers, male and female, (will get) paradise under which rivers flow, they 
will remain in it, and (get) good places in paradise 'Adn. And Allah's pleasure is greater ; it is a 
great fortune.(At Taubah : 9:72)

"Those are (those who) for them Paradise 'Adn, rivers flow beneath; in that paradise they are 
decorated with gold bracelets and they wear green clothes of fine silk and thick silk, while they sit 
while leaning on the couch. - a beautiful couch. That is the best reward, and a beautiful resting 
place; (Al Kahf: 18: 31)

"And (remember the story of) Maryam who kept her honor, then We breathed into her a spirit 
from Us and We made her and her child a great sign (of Allah's power) for the worlds. (Al 
Anbiyaa': 21: 91)

In an effort to open the veil about the secret of Allah, where is heaven and where people who 
believe in Allah men and women base on photons, quarks and deoxyribonucleic acid or 
deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that heaven's location is not far from where people who believe in 
Allah, men and women are buried, when viewed from the point of photons, quarks and 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.
PHOTON



Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

To find out quarks, let's look at one of the hydrogen atoms that are the building blocks of the human
body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the hydrogen 
atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then we will 
find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with gluons.

PARADISE 'ADN

Now, let's start again to concentrate fully on uncovering the secret behind the verse:

"Allah promises the believers, male and female, (will get) paradise under which rivers flow, they will 
remain in it, and (get) good places in paradise 'Adn... (At Taubah: 9:72)

Well, it turns out that in paradise 'adn there are rivers that flow, as on our earth.

"Those are (those who) for them Paradise 'Adn, rivers flow beneath; in that paradise they are decorated 
with gold bracelets and they wear green clothes of fine silk and thick silk, while they sit while leaning on 
the couch. -beautiful couch...(Al Kahf: 18: 31)

Also in paradise 'adn they are given gold bracelets, silk clothes and sit on beautiful couches.

WHERE IS PARADISE 'ADN

Now we reveal the secret hidden behind the verse: “...the Paradise 'Adn, rivers flow beneath it; ... a 
gold bracelet... a green dress of fine silk... sitting leaning on beautiful couches... (Al Kahf: 18: 31)

It turns out that it is clearly seen by us, where exactly is Paradise 'adn?

Namely Paradise 'adn is located not far from where people who believe in Allah, men and women 
are buried.

That is, Paradise 'adn is located around people who believe in Allah, men and women are buried.

Why is Paradise 'adn located around those who believe in Allah, men and women are buried?

The answer is

There is a secret behind the verse: "... then We breathed into (the body) the spirit from Us... (Al Anbiyaa
': 21: 91)

Well, “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91)

Now, what is meant by “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91)?

The answer is

oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms that make up the human body.

Well, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms will come back out of the 



human body, if the human dies and is buried.

This is what is called “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91) where “...the spirit from Us...” which 
consists of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms gather in Paradise 
'adn.

Where Paradise 'adn is located not far from where people who believe in Allah, men and women are
buried.

IF WE VISIT THE TOMB WE MUST BE CAREFUL BECAUSE WE ARE ENTERING THE
AREA OF PARADISE 'ADN THAT WE DO NOT SEE BY OUR EYES

Now it has been revealed that actually the secret behind the verse "Allah promises the believers, male 
and female, (will get) paradise under which rivers flow, they will stay in it, and (get) good places in 
paradise' Adn. And the pleasure of Allah is greater; it is a great fortune.(At Taubah : 9:72)

Namely Paradise 'adn is located not far from where the believers, men and women are buried.

CONCLUSION

Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse:

"Allah promises the believers, male and female, (will get) paradise under which rivers flow, they will 
remain in it, and (get) good places in paradise 'Adn... (At Taubah: 9:72)

Well, it turns out that in paradise 'adn there are rivers that flow, as on our earth.

"Those are (those who) for them Paradise 'Adn, rivers flow beneath; in that paradise they are decorated 
with gold bracelets and they wear green clothes of fine silk and thick silk, while they sit while leaning on 
the couch. -beautiful couch...(Al Kahf: 18: 31)

Also in paradise 'adn they are given gold bracelets, silk clothes and sit on beautiful couches.

Now we reveal the secret hidden behind the verse: “...the Paradise 'Adn, rivers flow beneath it; ... a 
gold bracelet... a green dress of fine silk... sitting leaning on beautiful couches... (Al Kahf: 18: 31)

It turns out that it is clearly seen by us, where exactly is Paradise 'adn?

Namely Paradise 'adn is located not far from where people who believe in Allah, men and women 
are buried.

That is, Paradise 'adn is located around people who believe in Allah, men and women are buried.

Why is Paradise 'adn located around those who believe in Allah, men and women are buried?

The answer is

There is a secret behind the verse: "... then We breathed into (the body) the spirit from Us... (Al Anbiyaa
': 21: 91)

Well, “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91)
Now, what is meant by “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91)?



The answer is

oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms that make up the human body.

Well, oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms will come back out of the 
human body, if the human dies and is buried.

This is what is called “...the spirit from Us...(Al Anbiyaa': 21: 91) where “...the spirit from Us...” which 
consists of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, nitrogen atoms and carbon atoms gather in Paradise 
'adn.

Where Paradise 'adn is located not far from where people who believe in Allah, men and women are
buried.

Now it has been revealed that actually the secret behind the verse "Allah promises the believers, male 
and female, (will get) paradise under which rivers flow, they will stay in it, and (get) good places in 
paradise' Adn. And the pleasure of Allah is greater; it is a great fortune.(At Taubah : 9:72)

Namely Paradise 'adn is located not far from where the believers, men and women are buried.
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